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ABSTRACT
A circuit arrangement for connecting a plurality of

digitally operated terminals to a single communications
circuit of a master digital processing unit, such as a
central computer, for transmission of information there
between. The circuit comprises a first data bus for deliv
ery of information from the processing unit to the termi
nals and a second data bus for delivery of information
from each of the individual terminals to the central

processing unit. A connecting circuit connects each of
the individual terminals to the buses in a series arrange
ment such that each of the terminals are serially con
nected to the central computer through the single cen
tral port thereof. A line isolation circuit is associated
with each of the terminals and comprises a diode in the
output line of that terminal to enable data on the second
of the buses to maintain a certain signal level and to
prevent any other terminal, serially connected to the
buses, from simultaneously drawing down the voltage
level of the signal being transmitted to the central termi
nal. A pull-down resistor is also connected to one or
more of the terminals to reduce the voltage level on that
bus when data delivery has been completed. This circuit
arrangement is especially useful for the RS-232 commu
nication circuit format.

16 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures
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SERIESPORT CONNECTION OF A PLURALTY
OF TERMINALS TO A MASTER PROCESSOR

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention

5

2
system, a plurality of terminals are connected to a mas
terstation over a single transmission line and a plurality
of collecting lines. Each of the terminals utilizes an
ordered mutually time division arrangement for trans
mission of the information. Each terminal station is

actuated after the preceding terminal station and before
the next subsequent station. For this purpose, each ter
minal station is provided with a delay unit actuated by
the trailing edge of a pulse supplied by the preceeding

This invention relates in general to certain new and
useful improvements in a device and method for a series
port connection of a plurality of terminals to a master
processor, and more particularly, to a device and O terminal station.
method which enable a plurality of terminals to be con
U.S. Pat. No. 3,217,177 to Walker discloses logic
nected in parallel across a data input bus and a data circuits which use diodegates on the outputs to a single
return bus from a central processor and where each of transmission line. Each diodegate drives an emitter-fol
the terminals are connected in series with respect to the 15 lower arrangement and each gate is biased to draw low
master central processor.
current so as to preclude the loading of any other gate
2. Brief Description of the Prior Art
signal source to thereby eliminate large reflections on
Various circuit arrangements for transferring analog the
transmission line.
information between a central console and a plurality of
U.S.
No. 2,708,220 to Levy also discloses a multi
terminals addressing that central console or central 20 channelPat.
communications
system in which exchanges,
station are well known and, in general, utilize a conven such as telephone exchanges,
may be connected to one
tional time sharing arrangement. These systems require
another by several channels. Communication again
multiple bus lines for transmitting the terminal address. occurs
on a time-division pulse arrangement. This pa
Exemplary of such prior art analog time sharing sys
also discloses signal direction controlling diodes in
tems for analog data transmission is that system de tent
25 the output lines.
scribed in U.S. Pat. No. 3,633,165 to Gilbert.
Heretofore, there has not been any available low cost
In the case of digital data transmission as for example,
between a central computer or central microprocessor system which enables a plurality of relatively inexpen
and a plurality of terminals, the connection of the termi sive computer terminals to access a relatively inexpen
nals to the central computer may become a more com sive small computer through a single serial access port
plex arrangement. With the advent of small portable 30 without the necessity of engaging in complex time-divi
and so-called "desktop computers' with large memory sion arrangements and the attendant circuitry.
capabilities, there has been a recent interest in utilizing
OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION
the small desktop computer as a central processor or

main computer station with a plurality of terminals
accessing the central station desktop computer. How

It is, therefore, one of the primary objects of the

35

ever, most of the conventionally available desk-top or
small portable computers only have a very limited num
ber of serial ports and thus, the number of computer
terminals which may be connected to and access that
central computer station are limited by the number of 40
serial ports on the computer at that central station.
In recent years, there have been several available

rather sophisticated solid state switching devices to
enable the use of time division for information transmis

sion. In this way, sampling techniques are used to enable
a large number of users to communicate over a single
line or a single bus while only selected interconnections

45

line isolation circuit is associated with at least one of a

plurality of terminals connected to a central processing

between a central station and individual terminals are
established.

These time division communication systems are rela
tively complex and expensive and are not adaptable for
many uses. Moreover, they are not commonly used on
smaller computers. In addition, they require specialized
hardware in both the computer and the terminal. Exem
plary of such prior art systems is U.S. Pat. No. 3,916,108
to Schwartz.
Telemetry systems which multiplex data from a plu

50
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rality of sources onto a common bus are described in

U.S. Pat. No. 4,386,426 to Pugh. Each of the terminals,

which are considered to be remote stations, are con
nected to the data buses individually and are series
connected relative to one another. Here again, the sys

tem in the Pugh patent also operates on a time division
arrangement.
Another arrangement for collecting information at
and distributing information from a master station from

a number of terminal stations is disclosed in U.S. Pat.

No. 3,824,545 to Brenner et al. In the Brenner et all

present invention to provide a circuit arrangement for
connecting a plurality of digitally operated terminals to
a single communications circuit of a master processing
unit such that each of the terminals are serially con
nected to the master processing unit and in which a line
isolation circuit is associated with each terminal for
maintaining a data signal level on a data transfer bus
without any other terminal affecting the signal level of
that data signal.
It is another object of the present invention to pro
vide a circuit arrangement of the type stated in which a

60

65

unit and which utilizes a component to reduce the volt
age level on a data bus to a non-data signal level when
any data transmission has been completed.

It is still another object of the present invention to
provide a circuit arrangement of the type stated having
a plurality of terminals serially connected to a master
computer for communications therebetween and which
uses a diode on the output of each terminal to enable a
data signal level to be maintained, and at least one pull
down resister to reduce signal level to a non-data signal
level when communications have been completed.
It is a further object of the present invention to utilize
a circuit arrangement of the type stated such that a
plurality of inexpensive terminals can be serially con
nected to a single serial port of a relatively inexpensive
central processing computer.
It is an additional object of the present invention to
provide a circuit arrangement of the type stated which
takes advantage of high performance relatively low
cost state of the art communication circuits.

4,725,836

4.
nal voltage level on a data line to be maintained at cer
tain data signal levels containing positive voltage data
bits and negative voltage data bits without any other
terminal simultaneously drawing down the level of that

3
It is also an object of the present invention to provide
a circuit arrangement for serially connecting a plurality
of terminals to a central computer using an RS-232
circuit interface format.

It is another salient object of the present invention to

data signal. In this way, any one terminal can transmit
data to the central computer and the voltage level rep

provide a system for multiplexing digital information
between a central master processing unit and a plurality

of terminals serially connected to a communications
circuit of that central master processing unit.
With the above and other objects in view my inven
tion resides in the novel features of form, construction,

resenting that data signal will always be maintained at
the desired voltage level.
In addition, the line isolation circuit means comprises

O at least one other element which is associated with at

arrangement and combination of parts presently de
scribed and pointed out in the claims.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

15

A circuit arrangement for connecting a plurality of
digitally operated terminals, such as computer termi
nals, to a single communications circuit of a master
digital processing unit for transmission of information
between the processing unit and the individual termi 20
nals. The master digital processing unit, may adopt the
form of a central computer, such as a so-called "porta
ble' or "desk-top' computer. Generally, the single
communications circuit forms part of a serial port of
that central computer. In this way, all of the terminals, 25
or at least a plurality of the terminals, may be connected
in a serial arrangement with respect to that single serial
port of the central computer.
The circuit arrangement of the present invention
generally comprises a first data bus or so-called "deliv 30
ery' bus from the communications circuit of the central
computer for delivery of digital information from the
central processing unit or central computer to any one
or more individual terminals. In addition, the communi

least one or more of the terminals for drawing down the
voltage level on that data bus to a non-data signal level
when data delivery has been completed.
In a preferred embodiment, the first element of the
line protective circuit means comprises a diode and the
second element is a pull-down resistor. The data signals
may contain positive voltage bits which are always at a
selected positive voltage level such that any data trans
mission will always take place with the positive voltage
bits at that selected positive voltage level. The data
signals will also contain the negative voltage bits as
well. The negative voltage bits are of a negative voltage
level approximately equal in magnitude to that of the
positive voltage bits but of opposite polarity. A non
data signal level is also a negative voltage level approxi
mately equal in magnitude to that of the positive volt
age level bits, but which is again of the opposite polar
ity.
The present invention can also be considered to be an
improvement in a circuit arrangement for multiplexing
digital data between a plurality of terminals and a mas
ter processing unit over a first data line from the master
processing unit and a second data line to the master

cations circuit comprises a second data bus connected 35 processing unit and where all of the terminals are con
to and extending from the communications circuit of nected serially with respect to a single series communi
the central computer for delivery of digital information cation circuit of the master processing unit. This im
from any of the individual terminals to the central pro provement comprises the diode on the output of each
cessing unit or central computer. Preferably, a third terminal connecting the terminal to the data line to the
data bus may be connected to and extend from the computer or master processing unit so that a data signal
communications circuit of the central computer for of a selected voltage level from a terminal can be intro
delivery of digital information from the central com duced on this data line for delivery to the master pro
puter to the individual terminals. When a third data bus cessing unit. As indicated, no other terminal will reduce
is employed, one of the second or third data buses that selected voltage level because of the diode on the
carries actual data and the other carries either address 45 output of each other terminal. In addition, the improve
ment comprises a pull-down resistor on the output of at
information or a line accessing signal.
least one of the terminals to reduce the voltage level on
The term data "bus' is used in that sense to refer to a
single data line as opposed to a data bus representing a the data line back to the processing unit to the non-data
plurality of lines. Thus, the first, second and third data signal level when data delivery has been completed.
This invention possesses many other advantages and
50
buses are each single lines.
A connecting means connects each of the individual has other purposes which may be made more clearly
apparent from a consideration of the forms in which it
terminals to the first data bus and the second data bus.
More particularly, the connecting means generally con may be embodied. These forms are shown in the draw
ings forming part of and accompanying the present
nects each terminal across the first data bus and the
second bus in a parallel arrangement with respect to 55 specification. They will now be described in detail for
purposes of illustrating the general principles of the
those buses. However, each of the terminals are con
nected in a series arrangement with respect to the com invention, but it is to be understood that such detailed
descriptions are not to be taken in a limiting sense.
munications circuit of the central computer.
The data which may be transferred between the ter
minals and the central computers is represented by posi 60 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Having thus described the invention in general terms,
tive voltage level data bits and negative voltage level
data bits. Further, the data buses are idle and carry no reference will now be made to the accompanying draw
data when the buses are at the negative voltage level ings in which:
FIG. 1 is a schematic circuit view of a conventional
(non-data signal level), as hereinafter described.
The present invention provides a line isolation circuit 65 prior art system for connecting a plurality of terminals
means which is operatively associated with the circuit to a central processing unit;
arrangement and comprises a first component associ
FIG. 2 is a schematic circuit view showing the serial
ated with each individual terminal to enable a data sig connection of a plurality of terminals with respect to a

5
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cessing unit which receives the data from the terminals
and processes the same is conventional and is therefore

central processing unit in accordance with the present

invention;
FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit view showing a portion

neither illustrated nor described in any further detail
herein. In like manner, it should be understood that the

of an individual terminal and a line isolation circuit

therefore;
FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit view showing a portion
of the communications circuit of the central computer;

output of the central processor CPU is also introduced
directly into the drivers 26 and 28.
Each of the terminals T is provided with its own

and

receiver circuit 32 which is connected across the two

FIG. 5 is a schematic wave form showing voltage

levels in a data signal and a non-data signal.

10

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT

Referring now in more detail and by reference char
acters to the drawings which illustrate a practical em 15
bodiment of the present invention P designates a prior
art circuit arrangement for connecting a plurality of
computer terminals T-1 and T-2 to a central processing
unit CPU. In this case, the terminals T-1 and T-2 may
take the form of an input terminal or any other type of 20
terminal which accesses a central station. The central
processing unit CPU may take the form of a main digital
computer.
In the prior art arrangement P, as illustrated, the
terminals T-1 and T-2 are each individually connected 25
to a separate communications circuit 10 of the central

processing unit such that two individual terminals T-1
and T-2 require two individual communications circuits
10. Each of these communications circuits would be
located at a separate communications port of that cen

output buses 22 and 24 from the central processing unit
CPU. In addition, the receiving circuit has inputs di
rected into the associated terminal. Referring now to
FIG.3, it can be observed that each receiving circuit 32
comprises a pair of receivers 34 and 36 and which are
connected respectively to the buses 22 and 24. The

individual receivers 34 and 36, also have individual

outputs directed to the associated terminals T. In the

embodiment as illustrated in FIG. 3, it can be observed
that the receivers 34 and 36 are each individually con
nected to a positive voltage source and a negative volt
age source, such as a voltage ground. Thus, the receiv
ers 34 and 36 each enable the terminals T to read a

positive voltage signal representing a data bit and a
negative voltage signal of approximately the same mag
nitude which represents a negative data bit and also a
non-data signal.
The central computer and each of the terminals are
capable of distinguishing between a negative data bit
forming part of a data signal and a non-data signal since
each sector of data starts with a data start bit and termi

30

tral computer. Moreover, each terminal is connected to
the central processing unit CPU by means of a single
data input line 12 and a pair of data return lines 14 and
16, in the manner as illustrated.

FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate the circuit arrangement for 35
serially connecting a plurality of terminals T-1, T-2, ..
. T-n to the communications circuit CC of a central
processing unit CPU in accordance with the present
invention. The central processing unit CPU, again, may
40
adopt the form of a main central computer.
In accordance with the circuit arrangement of the
present invention, a single data input bus 20 is con
nected to the communications circuit, Co, of the main

computer CPU and which extends outwardly to each of

nates with one or more data stop bits. In this way, the
circuit arrangement of the present invention enables
negative data bits to be of the same negative voltage
level as a non-data signal level.
Each terminal is provided on its output with a driver
circuit comprising an individual driver 38, also in the
manner as illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3 of the drawings.
The receivers 34 and 36 may be the same type of re

ceiver as the receiver 30 in the communication circuit

CC. In like manner, the drivers 38 may be the same type
of driver as those drivers 26 and 28 employed in the
communication circuit CC.

The output of each terminal driver 38 is introduced

into a line isolation circuit 40 associated with each ter

minal, in the manner as illustrated in FIGS. 2 and 3. The

the individual terminals T. This data bus 20 is often 45 line isolation circuit 40 has an output connected directly

referred to as a "first' data bus. Further, a pair of data
buses 22 and 24 provide for data delivery to each of the
individual terminals T or at least certain of those termi
nals T. A pair of output buses, such as the buses 22 and
24, are normally employed such that one of the buses 22 SO
provides indication of a forthcoming data transmission
and in effect, alerts each of the individual terminals to
potential forthcoming information. The data bus 24
literally carries the data signals for that information or
address information or both, and the data bus 22 carries 55
a line accessing signal.
The communications circuit of the computer, which
is more fully illustrated in FIG. 4, comprises a pair of
transmitters or so-called "drivers' 26 and 28 and which
are, respectively, connected to the output lines 22 and 60
24 from the communications circuit CC. These drivers
are preferably the microchip known as MC 1488 pro
duced by the Motorola Corporation. In addition, the
communications circuit CC includes a single receiver 30
which receives the input from any of the terminals over 65
the bus 20. In the embodiment as illustrated, the output
of the receiver 30 is shown as being introduced into the
central processing unit. This portion of the central pro

to the data bus 20 for delivery of information from the
terminal to the main computer CPU.
The line isolation circuit 40 associated with the termi

nal T-1 is more fully illustrated in FIG. 3 of the draw

ings. The line isolation circuit 40 generally comprises a
diode 42 which is biased outwardly with respect to the
driver 38 from that terminal. The receiver circuit 32

normally receives the input signal from the central pro
cessing unit CPU over the data line 24 as illustrated.
The output signal from the terminal T-1, and its associ
ated line isolation circuit 40, is carried over an output
conductor 44 which is, in turn, connected directly to
the return line 20, as illustrated. Interposed in the output
conductor 44 is the diode 42 which, in effect, biases the
signal to the return bus 20.
Referring now to FIG. 5, it can be observed that each
data signal has positive voltage bits of a certain positive
voltage level, which in this case, may be a positive 12
volt level as shown. Moreover, the data signal contains
negative voltage data bits of a negative voltage level .
which is a negative 12 volt level. In addition, when
there is no data communications on the line, the line is
reduced to a minus voltage level which is of the same

4,725,836
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magnitude as the positive data bits, but of opposite po
larity and in this case, a lack of data is referred to as the
non-data voltage level. Thus, referring again to FIG. 5

unique and novel circuit arrangement for connecting a
plurality of digitally operated terminals to a single com

it can be observed that the non-data voltage level is also
a negative 12 volts.

and where each of the terminals are serially connected

Returning now to FIGS. 2 and 3, it can be observed
that any data transmitted over the data bus 20 to the
central processing unit CPU will always be biased
through the diode 42 to the positive 12 volt level. More
over, any other terminals, such as the terminal T-2,
when inactive, will not reduce the positive 12 volt data
bits of the data signal on that line in view of the diode 42
of such other terminal or terminals.
The line isolation circuit for the terminal T-1 also

includes a pull-down resistor 46, and which is typically
a 10 K-ohm resistor, on the output of the diode 42. This
resistor 46 is also connected to the negative voltage
level, as shown. The pull-down resistor 46 is effective to
automatically reduce the voltage level on the return line
20 back to the minus 12 volt level for negative voltage
level data bits and for non-data voltage levels. In this
way, the signal on the return line 20 will not float at the
zero voltage level after data transmission is completed,
thereby preventing the central computer from receiving
a "grey” signal which may be read as either a positive
voltage signal or a negative voltage signal.
It can also be observed that it is possible to maintain
only one pull-down resistor 46. Thus, the line isolation
circuits of each of the other terminals would only in
clude the diode 42 but not necessarily include the pull

Thus, there has been illustrated and described a

munications circuit of a master digital processing unit

10

15

20

25

30

down resistor 46. However, it should be understood
that each line isolation circuit 40 could have its own

individual pull-down resistor 46.

The present invention is highly effective for use with
the RS-232 interface format, or so-called "standard'.

35

This standard is one which has been developed by the
Electronics Industries Association as an interface for
mat between data terminal equipment and data commu
nication equipment which employs serial binary data 40
interchange, as for example, as specified in the June,
1981 standard publication or RS-232-C of the Elec
tronic Industries Association of Washington, D.C.
This format is highly effective for and used primarily
with data signaling rates in the range of 0 to about 45
20,000 bits per second of information. Further, use of
this format does not require electrical isolation between
equipment on opposite sides of an interface point. Gen
erally, the RS-232 circuit format operates with a posi
tive voltage signal and a negative voltage level of oppo 50
site polarity and equal magnitude. Thus, the RS-232
circuit can be used to represent positive data bits and a
negative voltage signal of the same magnitude, but of
opposite polarity to represent negative data bits or a
non-data signal, e.g. the lack of data information. More 55
specifically, the RS-232 standard circuit format is uti
lized with a voltage range of about -3 volts to about
-25 volts to represent negative voltage data bits, or a
non-data level and about --3 volts to about --25 volts to
represent positive data bits in a data signal.
60
The RS-232 circuit format also utilizes a standard pin
arrangement in which the pin commonly designated as
Pin No. 2 is connected to the terminal driver and the pin
commonly designated as Pin No. 3 is connected to a
receiver on a terminal. The pin commonly designated as 65
Pin No. 7 is connected to a ground on the terminal and
the pin commonly designated as Pin No. 20 is connected
to one of the receivers on the terminal.

with respect to the master processing unit and where
each of the terminals are protected by a line isolation
circuit. Thus, the present invention fulfills all of the
advantages and all of the objects which have been
sought. It should be understood that many changes,
modifications, variations and other uses and applica
tions will become apparent to those skilled in the art
after considering this specification and the accompany
ing drawings. Therefore, any and all such changes,
modifications, variations and other uses and applica
tions which do not depart from the spirit and scope of
the invention are deemed to be covered by the inven
tion which is limited only by the following claims.
Having thus described my invention, what I desire to
claim and secure by letters patent is:
1. A circuit arrangement for connecting a plurality of
digitally operated terminals to a single communications
circuit of a master digital processing unit for transmis
sion of information between the processing unit and the
individual terminals, and where positive polarity volt
age levels and certain negative polarity voltage levels
represent a data segment of information to be transmit
ted and which data segments are identified by data start
bits and data stop bits, and negative polarity voltage
levels represent non-data signal levels, each said posi
tive and negative polarity levels further being defined to
exist in predetermined voltage ranges and with voltages
between these ranges representing floating ground volt
ages, said circuit arrangement comprising:
(a) a non-looped data delivery bus from said commu
nications circuit having only one end terminating
at said communications circuit for delivery of digi
tal information from said processing unit to any of
the individual terminals and not having the oppo
site end of said data delivery bus looped back to
said communications circuit,

(b) a non-looped data return bus from said communi
cations circuit having only one end terminating at
said communications circuit for delivery of digital
information from any individual terminal to the
processing unit and not having the opposite end of
said data return bus looped back to said communi
cations circuit,
(c) connecting means connecting each of said individ
ual terminals to said data delivery bus and data
return bus so that each of said terminals are in a
series arrangement with respect to said single com
munications circuit, and in parallel arrangement
across said data delivery bus and data return bus,
and

(d) a line isolation circuit means operatively associ
ated with said circuit arrangement and comprising
a first component in each connecting means to
permit a positive data signal voltage level on the
data return bus without any other terminal simulta
neously driving down the positive bit voltage level
of that signal, and a second component in at least
one of said connecting means connected to a nega
tive polarity voltage source having a negative volt
age in the predetermined voltage range to reduce
the voltage level on that return line to a non-data
signal level when data delivery has been com
pleted.
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11. The improvement in the circuit arrangement of

2. The circuit arrangement of claim 1 further charac
terized in that the first element of the line isolation

claim 9 further characterized in that said communica

circuit means comprises a diode and the second element
is a pull-down resistor.
3. The circuit arrangement of claim 1 further charac

tions circuit forms part of a serial port of the master
processing unit.
5

terized in that said communications circuit forms part of
a serial port of the master processing unit.

4. The circuit arrangement of claim 2 further charac
terized in that said data signal segments contain data bits

at a selected positive voltage level and data bits at a
selected negative voltage level approximately equal in
magnitude to that of the positive voltage level but of
opposite polarity.
5. The circuit arrangement of claim 4 further charac
terized in that the non-data signal level is a negative
voltage level approximately equal in magnitude to that
of the positive voltage level of the positive voltage data

O

15

bits but of opposite polarity, and which non-data signal
level has a negative voltage level approximately equal

20
to that of the data bits of negative voltage level.
6. The circuit arrangement of claim 1 further charac
terized in that a receiver circuit is located at the input of
each terminal and receives data from the master pro
cessing unit for the terminal and a driver is located on

the output of each terminal.
7. The circuit arrangement of claim 6 further charac
terized in that the driver is located between the output

25

of each terminal and the line isolation circuit of that
terminal.

8. The circuit arrangement of claim 1 further charac 30
terized in that said terminals are connected to said mas

ter processing unit in an RS-232 format.
9. An improvement in a circuit arrangement for mul
tiplexing digital data from a plurality of terminals and a

master processing unit over a non-looped data delivery
line and a non-looped data return line where the termi

35

nals are all connected serially with respect to a single
communications circuit of said master processing unit
and where the data delivery line and data return line
each have only one end connected to said communica 40
tions circuit but do not have the opposite ends of said
lines looped back to said communications circuit, and
further where positive polarity voltage bits of prede
fined voltage level and negative polarity voltage bits of
the same predefined voltage magnitude as the positive 45
polarity bits but of opposite polarity represent data to be
transmitted, and additional negative polarity voltage
bits having substantially the same predefined voltage
magnitude as the positive polarity bits but of opposite
polarity represent a non-data signal level, the improve 50
ment comprising: a diode on the output of each terminal
connecting the terminal to the return line so that a data
signal of a selected positive voltage level. from that
terminal can be introduced on the return line for deliv

12. A system for multiplexing digital information
between a central master processing unit and a plurality
of terminals serially connected to a communications

circuit of that central master processing unit, said sys
ten comprising:
(a) A first non-looped data bus from said communica
tions circuit for delivery of information from said
terminals to said processing unit or from said pro
cessing unit to said terminals, said first data bus
having only one end connected to the communica
tions circuit of said master processing unit but not
having the opposite end of said first data bus
looped back to said communications circuit of said
master processing unit,
(b) a second non-looped data bus from said communi
cations circuit for delivery of information from said
terminals to said processing unit or from said pro
cessing unit to said terminals, but in a direction
opposite that of information on said first data line,
said second data bus having only one end con
nected to the communications circuit of said master

processing unit but not having the opposite end of
said second data bus looped back to said communi
cations circuit of said master processing unit,
(c) the information for delivery between the terminals
and the processing unit being characterized by
positive polarity voltage bits of predefined voltage
levels and negative polarity bits of the same prede
fined voltage magnitude as the positive polarity
bits but of opposite polarity to represent segments
of data to be transmitted and which segments are
also defined by data start bits and data stop bits, and
additional negative polarity voltage bits having
substantially the same predefined voltage magni
tude as the positive polarity bits but of opposite
polarity to represent non-data signal levels,
(d) a first conductor at each terminal connecting that
terminal to said first data bus,
(e) a second conductor at each terminal connecting
that terminal to said second data bus so that each of

the terminals are in a series arrangement with re

spect to the communications circuit and in a paral
lel arrangement across the first and second data
busses,

(f) a diode in the second conductor of each terminal
between the terminal and the second conductor,
said diode being oriented to prevent biasing of
positive voltage data bits onto the first data bus and
preventing such data bits from entering that termi
nal from the first data bus to thereby prevent any
other terminal from reducing the selected positive
voltage level, and
(g) a pull-down resistor connected to the output of
the diode on at least one of the terminals, and being
connected to a negative polarity voltage source at
the predefined negative polarity voltage to reduce
the voltage on the first data bus to a non-data signal
level when delivery of information has been com
pleted.
13. The system of claim 12 further characterized in
that said diode is on the output of the terminal and is
biased away from the terminal.

ery to the meter processing unit, said diode being ori 55
ented to prevent biasing of positive polarity voltage
data onto the data return line and preventing such data
bits from entering that terminal from the return line to
thereby prevent any other terminal reducing that se
lected positive voltage level, and a pull-down resistor 60
on the output of at least one of the terminals connected
to a negative polarity voltage source at the predefined
negative polarity voltage to reduce the voltage level on
the return line to a non-data signal level when data
delivery has been completed.
65
10. The improvement in the circuit arrangement of
claim 9 further characterized in that a pull-down resis
14. The system of claim 12 further characterized in
that said first data bus delivers information from said
tor is connected to the output of each terminal.
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terminals to said processing unit and said second data

12

unit for the terminal and a driver is located on the out

bus delivers information from said processing unit to put of each terminal.
said terminals.
16. The system of claim 12 further characterized in
15. The system of claim 12 further characterized in that said terminals are connected to said master process
that a receiver circuit is located at the input of each 5 ing unit in an RS-232 format.
terminal and receives data from the master processing

:
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